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We pride ourselves on designing and manufacturing the  
very best premium worktop surfaces. Each expertly crafted 
Caesarstone slab meets the highest technical standards and 
promises a lifetime of elegance for the home. 

Within our carefully curated range you are sure to find a 
Caesarstone surface to match your project. Timeless designs 
evoke the opulence of white marble, the drama of granite 
or delicacy of tumbled pebbles, each bringing the natural 
world into the heart of your home. Veining and patterns go 
from the elegantly understated through to rich, bold and 
striking stones. Texture and natural patina are found in our 
contemporarily styled surfaces, which includes those suited  
to rustic, industrial and minimalist spaces. 

Whichever style you choose, you can do so in confidence 
when you invest in the Caesarstone brand. Our surfaces are 
created with the needs of busy kitchens and bathrooms in 
mind. They are stain, scratch and heat resistant - ensuring 
your worktop will look beautiful for years to come. Equally 
important, our surfaces require minimal daily upkeep, and 
in most instances will wipe clean with a cloth and mild 
detergent, meaning that the heart of the home can stay 
clean, hygienic and beautiful at all times. For additional 
peace of mind, we offer a lifetime residential warranty  
and employ a team of after-sales and technical specialists, 
should you ever require assistance with your kitchen project. 
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Why choose
Caesarstone?

Across the globe, thousands of homeowners have 
chosen Caesarstone for their own indoor and 
outdoor kitchens, bathrooms and more, who value 
our commitment to providing our customers with 
exceptional products and services, whether that is 
through our heritage of design ensuring a timeless 
appeal across our portfolio, our Lifetime Warranty 
for complete peace of mind or our dedication to 
customer service. 

Furthermore, our rigorous product testing and 
certification programme, combined with our 
sustainability credentials, ensures the safety and 
performance needed for domestic environments. 
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Caesarstone has been at the forefront of surface 
design and innovation for nearly 40 years and we 
continue to lead the industry today. 

With every new product, our design process begins 
with the same consideration; an exploration of the 
world outside our window. Whether it is the 
motion and beauty of a changing coastline, the 
stillness and calm of the desert landscape, or the 
urban textures and patinas seen in our towns and 
cities, it is crucial for us to experience and observe 
the world around us. 

Central to the appeal of every Caesarstone product 
is the careful intervention of human craftsmanship 
and a keen consideration of design applied to these 
creative references.

Design &  
Heritage
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Tested &  
Trusted

Lifetime  
Warranty

Each expertly crafted Caesarstone slab meets 
the highest technical standards and promises 
a lifetime of elegance for the home, meeting 
the demands of even the busiest of kitchens. 
Caesarstone’s commitment to international 
standards, testing and certification is reflected 
in its adherence to global third-party material 
declaration programmes, including Red List and 
Declare. With transparent and comprehensive 
product information for complete peace of 
mind, Caesarstone is trusted globally as the 
surface brand of choice by thousands of 
homeowners every year.

From the selection of the very best raw 
materials, through meticulous R&D processes, 
testing and quality control, Caesarstone 
designs and engineers premium surfaces with 
an unrivalled focus on style and quality. With 
nearly four decades of expertise, Caesarstone 
surfaces will look beautiful for a lifetime, even 
when installed in the busiest of homes. Every 
Caesarstone surface is covered with a Lifetime 
Warranty, making it a discerning investment in 
style, substance, and quality for your home. 

caesarstone.co.uk/warranty
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Exceptional 
Customer 
Service

Whether you need some helpful 
advice, guidance on your project or 
would just like to speak to someone, 
we’re here to help you. You’ll find 
plenty of design inspiration and 
interiors tips on our website and 
social channels or you can reach  
us by phone or email to discuss  
your project in more detail. Should 
any issues arise, we have a team 
dedicated to helping you and 
ensuring that dealing with us is  
an easy and pleasant experience. 

Email us on 
info@caesarstone.co.uk

Phone us on 
0208 216 6100
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Sustainability  
& ESG

For us, sustainability is more than a goal. It’s a principle. Aligned with the 
essence of our time, nature, and humanity, we hold a steadfast commitment 

to our planet’s well-being. We invest in sustainable and safety-oriented 
initiatives across our product lifecycle. From design to manufacturing to 

fabrication to end use, we take responsibility for promoting practices  
capable of leading change in our market towards a greener future.

You can find out more about our sustainability practices and read  
our updated ESG report here: caesarstone.co.uk/sustainability.
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DESIGN TRENDS 

Natural comfort for 
homely spaces

Stone has always provided a strong sense 
of wellbeing and serenity and it is a material 
with timeless appeal. Employed by designers 
for centuries to denote strength, quality and 
luxury, there are few stones as sought after and 
desired as marble. The Caesarstone portfolio 
celebrates this love of marble motifs and 
opulent design features with a suite of lighter 
tones and organic forms that bring the outside 
in, anchoring us in a world of radiant opulence. 

Individually, they are unique; collectively  
they offer an imaginative suite interpreting  
the timeless desire for white marbles. The 
stunning visual appeal of marbles continues  
to elevate our home interiors, and the nature  
of Caesarstone’s white marble designs, in 
particular, acts as a calming moment of serenity 
in the home; an escape or moment of bliss. 
Organic detailing provides a connection to  

the earth and the outdoors, while the luminous 
base tones point to brighter horizons.

Our collection of white marble designs includes 
on-trend and heavily veined styles, characteristic 
of 506 Mirabel, 5151 Empira White and 5171 
Arabetto, which meet the desire for bolder 
aesthetics in homes and commercial 
environments. New additions 5113 Solenna and 
5140 Dreamy Carrara feature striking cascading 
vein details that offer new interpretations of 
this luxurious style. 

For more nuanced and gentle marble designs, 
perennial favourites such as 5141 Frosty Carrina 
and 5112 Aterra Blanca offer delicate creamy 
designs whilst 501 Snowdrift and 504 Lumena 
provide cooler base tones with gently 
beautifying features whilst delivering technical 
performance far superior to natural marbles.

“The demand for white marble motifs continues to be 
a leading trend in the interior space, and we now see 

a movement towards our more daring designs.”

Mor Krisher 
Head of Product Design at Caesarstone
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Left to right 
5143 White Attica
507 Marbannova
5113 Solenna
501 Snowdrift
5131 Calacatta Nuvo
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There is a gentle trace of pink in Empira White’s flat white base, as well as the striking black coming 
through in the veining, so this stone will work like magic with Great White, which has a hint of lilac  
in its formula. A simple addition is Sulking Room Pink, which acts as a calming neutral, adding some 
depth and layers whilst filling in the gaps between the two bright stars of the scheme.

Want a more dramatic statement? Empira White finds its equal in bold reds such as Rectory Red and 
Preference Room Red, which hold the same intensity as Empira White’s overall effect. For a balancing  
dark neutral, Down Pipe will fit the colour scheme with ease thanks to its calming blue undertones,  
whilst the similarly toned but much lighter Borrowed Light serves as the perfect light neutral pair.

Empira White is a super crisp statement marble with a graphic dark veining that makes a bold 
statement. Tension exists in the high contrast between the flat white base and striking black veining, 
which gives the surface the capacity to sit alongside bold, saturated colours that counterbalance the 
high dynamics of its design. Muted tones also work well, but steer away from weak colours in order to 
ensure a nice contrasting ‘pop’ against the surface. Complementing light colours should have enough 
luminosity to strike a balance with Empira White’s crisp white base. 

COLOUR PAIRING

5151  
Empira White

Farrow & Ball  
No. 217

Rectory Red

Farrow & Ball  
No. 26

Down Pipe

Farrow & Ball  
No. 235

Borrowed Light

Farrow & Ball  
No. 2006

Great White

Farrow & Ball  
No. 295

Sulking  
Room Pink
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COLOUR PAIRING

5121  
Layalite

Farrow & Ball  
No. 205

Skylight

Farrow & Ball  
No. 204

Pale Powder

Farrow & Ball  
No. 22

Light Blue

Farrow & Ball  
No. 68

Dorset Cream

Farrow & Ball  
No. 51

Sudbury Yellow

Tiny amounts of yellow-mustard in the veining make it a great match to those newly in-demand honey 
yellows and light browns. If you fancy going all-in on a yellow scheme, then Layalite finds its perfect 
matches in Dorset Cream, a rich yellow tinted cream, and Sudbury Yellow, a mid-tone yellow which 
can take on the crisp clean white of Layalite.

Light greys, with gentle underlying blue-green pigments in them, offer a chameleonic property that  
will pair beautifully with yellow-themes, but also work to support alternative primary tones on the same 
spectrum. These greys will be highly reactive to the overall light offered by Layalite as the foundation as 
well as other colours presented in the scheme – Skylight, Pale Powder and Light Blue being the best 
matches from the Farrow and Ball offering.

A subtle, soothing yet crisp neutral, Layalite pairs easily with a multitude of colours, particularly pastel 
tints but also colours that are slightly brighter and more alive. As the veining is delicately woven into  
the surface, the pattern is discreet, adding a touch of refined elegance without the drama of busier 
marble-inspired designs.
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COLOUR PAIRING

506 
Mirabel

Farrow & Ball  
No. 309

Whirlybird

Farrow & Ball  
No. 301

Eddy

Farrow & Ball  
No. 310

Beverly

Earthy browns and coppers in Mirabel’s veining make it a natural match to a spectrum of different green 
colours. For a tonal scheme use Eddy as a neutral balancer, lightest of the grey greens in Farrow and Ball’s 
collection, together with Beverly, a majestic deep forest green. This will result in a sophisticated scheme, 
pleasant to the eye in any setting. For a touch of energy, add Whirlybird, a lively light green with hints of 
sea blue in it, that will elevate this trio to a more complex yet equally harmonious colour scheme.

Mirabel’s luminosity and subtle pink glow make it a beautiful match to creams and pinks. Farrow & Ball’s 
Tallow, an uplifting cream with a touch of pink will marry effortlessly with Mirabel’s radiant base whilst 
Templeton Pink will pick up those coppery hints present in the stone’s earthy veining.

Mirabel is balanced and poised, offering a soothing foundation whilst remaining impressive and grand. 
A mid-light marble inspired design, Mirabel pairs with a multitude of softer colours, especially green-
blues and earthy yellows. With a pink glow to the overall surface, it works especially well alongside light 
pinks and creams.

Farrow & Ball  
No. 303

Templeton Pink

Farrow & Ball  
No. 203

Tallow
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COLOUR PAIRING

504 
Lumena

Farrow & Ball  
No. 202

Pink Ground

Farrow & Ball  
No. 37

Hay

Farrow & Ball  
No. 206

Green Ground

Farrow & Ball  
No. 210

Blue Ground

Farrow & Ball  
No. 85

Oval Room 
Blue

Lumena’s neutral, classical look will lend itself for a variety of colour pairings. Its core nature is dominated 
by grey, making it a beautiful match to traditional mid blues such as Blue Ground and Oval Room Blue.

Despite the dominant element being grey, Lumena presents a unique luminosity, making it a versatile 
match to most colour schemes. Lumena is the perfect neutral for a fresh yet balanced colour scheme 
composed of a pink, yellow and green. Farrow & Balls’ warm and muted Pink Ground, which presents  
a hint of yellow, balances Lumena’s seemingly cool nature. The pink on the other hand links up with  
Hay, an equally dusty hue on the yellow spectrum. These three are tied together by Green Ground,  
a pale and calm green colour, resulting in a fun yet sophisticated ice-cream inspired colour palette.

A subtle, earthy and light feeling stone, Lumena emits a cool glow, marrying easily with a myriad 
of hues, from soft pastel tints to darker and more dramatic hues. The delicate, sparse nature of 
the veining creates very little tension between the pattern and the base tone, creating a beautifully 
relaxed feel. Lumena acts as a perfect foundation for layering in schemes composed of dark and 
moody, or soft and light tones.
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DESIGN TRENDS 

It’s only natural
Homeowner or designer, we all have a natural 
desire to connect with nature, to remove the 
barriers between us and the outside world and 
to engage with materials that bring this closer 
to us. We yearn for a reminder of the natural 
world, abandoning the sterility and coldness  
of prior years for a continuous link between 
interior and exterior spaces, reflected in the 
choice of organic patterns, textures and tones 
becoming more popular. This movement is 
translated in those Caesarstone’s surfaces that 
have been inspired by the beauty of nature.

Dramatic marbling and impactful veins can be 
found throughout the portfolio, with the likes 
of 512 Trancenda, 6131 Bianco Drift and 516 
Locura showcasing inspirations of granite and 
marble that are elevated by the intricacies of 
Caesarstone’s trademark considerations of 
design, offering an elegant refinement that 

takes each surface far beyond an imitation  
of the wonders of the natural world. 533 
Silverdrop and 5310 Brillianza showcase  
the ingenuity of our in-house research and 
development teams, in creating deftly complex 
surfaces reminiscent of quartzite and showing  
an alternative approach to organic motifs that 
meets the contemporary trend for more diverse 
stone aesthetics.

The gentle, almost playful two-tone aesthetic  
of 1001 Riverlet and 1002 Wyndigo are inspired 
by the humble pebble, and the subtle veins  
and capillaries that can be found under careful 
observation that trace the flow of time and  
the endless motion of the elements. These 
surprising nuances bring about a constantly 
shifting look, resembling the range of shades 
found on coastlines or riverbanks, creating a 
calming foundation for the heart of the home.

“We don’t want to put nature in a box; nature  
is a part of us, and we are a part of nature,  
we interact with it and are inspired by it.”

Mor Krisher 
Head of Product Design at Caesarstone
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Left to right
1002 Wyndigo 
512 Transcenda
1001 Riverlet
5310 Brillianza
6131 Bianco Drift
6134 Georgian Bluffs
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COLOUR PAIRING

6131  
Bianco Drift

Farrow & Ball  
No. 246

Cinder Rose

Farrow & Ball  
No. 274

Ammonite

Farrow & Ball  
No. 2003

Pointing

Farrow & Ball  
No. 297

Preference Red

Farrow & Ball  
No. 43

Eating Room 
Red

Bianco Drift is a warm, light grey marble inspired design which will act as a complementary element in 
a scheme where colour needs to shine. Preference Red, a dominant Baroque inspired red of incredible 
depth, and the rich burgundy of Eating Room Red, offer perfect counters to Bianco Drift’s subtle brown 
and taupe pigments, which will be highlighted by the potency of the reds. 

Bianco Drift can also be used as a balancer in lighter schemes where off-whites, dusty creams or muted 
pinks are chosen, either separately or in conjunction, offering a delightful dynamism against these  
subtler tones.

Bianco Drift is softly dynamic design, with a subtle push and pull between base movement and pattern, 
resulting in a radiant effect. It presents multiple colour pathways for pairing, but works most naturally 
combined with warm neutrals, dusty pinks and pinky greys. With subtle brown streaks in the pattern. 
Bianco Drift can also embrace deeper maroons, reds and burgundies and blacks with red undertones.
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COLOUR PAIRING

513 
Striata

Farrow & Ball  
No. 234

Vert de Terre

Farrow & Ball  
No. 79

Card Room 
Green

Farrow & Ball  
No. 298

Bancha

Farrow & Ball  
No. 66

India Yellow

Farrow & Ball  
No. 248

Incarnadine

A deep, muted red can match the onerous character of Striata, but this stone also lends itself for a scheme 
featuring a more sparkling red such as Incarnadine. The vibrancy of the red will oppose the muted 
character of Striata, resulting in a harmonising contrast within which the worksurface acts as a solid vehicle 
to deliver the striking Incarnadine.

The gentle allure of Vert de Terre, a light green, exudes freshness that pulls away from the dark veering 
nature of Striata, whilst Card Room Green adds a subdued richness to the mix. The deep olive tones of 
Bancha bring extra depth and contrast to these lighter greens. Together, these colours create a harmonious 
blend, marrying the busy elegance of mid-grey Striata with the timeless charm of Farrow & Ball earthy 
greens, resulting in a balanced and refined palette with a touch of natural inspiration.

Striata, whilst featuring striking flashes, in fact offers a rather levelled and tempered aesthetic, thanks 
to the reduced tension between base tones and vein details. The surface exudes a softer dynamic, 
although not without some punch, and the variety of hues presented in the veining allow for several 
different directions for colour co-ordinating. The orange and terracotta hints provide a solid link pairing 
with muted yellows, oranges and reds. Since green is an opposing secondary colour to orange, it can 
also be a fitting colour family to choose for contrasting schemes. 
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DESIGN TRENDS 

After dark
Caesarstone’s darker surfaces embrace a 
contemporary trend in kitchens and bathrooms 
that has set a bold tone. As an antidote to light 
and sometimes stark bright colour palettes, this 
softer mood is much more cosseting, striking 
and unexpected. Today, black has been 
reconsidered as a modern classic, employed  
as a dramatic accent or used plentifully for  
a powerful overall look.

Our suite of dark colours reinterprets black 
marbles, granites and other natural stones, and 
provides and exciting new context for basalts, 
slates and travertines. Each surface helps to 
create a welcome sense of home that elevates 
our feelings, perfect for kitchens and diners,  
as each taste and smell becomes heightened  
by the darkened interior pallet. 

5100 Vanilla Noir, 5101 Empira Black and  
511 Smokestone each show the imaginative 
ways in which darker base tones can be 
beautified by contrasting lighter veining, creating 
a rich canvas of dramatic contrast. Either as  
a design statement in their own right, or as a 
monochromatic foundation for a more playful 
interior scheme, each serve as an enchanting 
interplay of darkness and light. 

5810 Black Tempal and 5820 Darcrest are 
innovative steps forward, showcasing complex 
compositions of mineral-like layers that allude 
to geological transformation over countless 
millennia, with the patterns of gentle erosion 
and sediment accumulation interpreted for 
domestic environments: intricate designs with  
a unique tactility that nonetheless maintain  
the Caesarstone trademark of easy care  
and maintenance.

“Dark colours are bold and dramatic. They can have 
within them so many different nuances, tones and 

tactilities that give them different character.”
Mor Krisher 

Head of Product Design at Caesarstone
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Left to right 
5810 Black Tempal
3100 Jet Black
5820 Darcrest
510 Impermia
5101 Empira Black
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COLOUR PAIRING

5100 
Vanilla Noir

Farrow & Ball  
No. 304

Bamboozle

Farrow & Ball  
No. 234

Vert de Terre

Farrow & Ball  
No. 298

Bancha

Farrow & Ball  
No. 226

Joa’s White

Farrow & Ball  
No. 255

Tanners Brown

In a monochromatic colour palette Vanilla Noir matches perfectly with Joa’s White, a warm yet light 
neutral, and Tanners Brown, an almost black brown. Both colours are natural matches due to the  
brown and red undertones present in their formulas. Using these three in a scheme together, regardless  
of proportions, will result in a poised aesthetic that will feel timeless and elegant. 

A palette with a dominant red tone and two opposing greens to balance the tension; Vert de Terre  
and Bancha are slightly more muted than the intense red of Bamboozle, but the sum of which serves  
to counterbalance the scheme.

Emanating opulence and bold allure, Vanilla Noir is a choice for the bold. Softly dynamic, it remains 
balanced and composed. Opting for Vanilla Noir offers a discovery of the extraordinary, with the 
flexibility to explore more audacious colour choices. A luxurious design characterised by its rich blend 
of ebony and black with vanilla toned earthy veining, it is a versatile yet timeless brown-black marble 
design, matching seamlessly with a wide range of colours but especially those with red, brown and 
black undertones.
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DESIGN TRENDS 

New textures
With every new Caesarstone product,  
our design process begins with the same 
consideration - an exploration of the world 
outside our window. The changing textures and 
weathered patinas seen in our towns and cities 
inspires us as much as the deserts, forests, and 
shorelines of our world. Here, we celebrate  
a portfolio of highly tactile, matt finishes  
and designs that form a part of the revival of 
modernism, a rethinking of our relationship 
with concrete and a rekindling of our romance 
with industrial architecture. 

With energetically styled surfaces that reflect 
the authentic textures of raw manufacturing, 
such as oxidized steel, poured plaster and raw 
concrete, each surface provides a creative 
foundation to explore the industrial aesthetic. 

4033 Rugged Concrete, 4044 Airy Concrete 
and 4011 Cloudburst Concrete each demonstrate  
beautifully hazy patinas evoking the qualities  
of poured concrete, in a suite of colourways 
ranging from the bold and impactful to the 
gentle and comforting.

4004 Raw Concrete, 4001 Fresh Concrete and 
4023 Topus Concrete provide more muted 
surfaces, yet each with an authentic tactility. 

410 Aluminous, 302 Metallio Black and 303 
Metallio Brown each examine how industrial 
metals have been recontextualised through  
the medium of our Porcelain surfaces to  
create the appearance of weathered alloys  
that are nonetheless easy to care for in hard- 
wearing kitchens.

“Weather and time create beauty in manmade 
materials and architecture, as much as they do  

in nature. These surfaces represent a grand 
industrial concept distilled down to a scale  

that can be enjoyed in the home.”
Mor Krisher 

Head of Product Design at Caesarstone
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Left to right 
411 Concrita
4043 Primordia
410 Aluminous
4011 Cloudburst Concrete
4044 Airy Concrete
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COLOUR PAIRING

4033 
Rugged Concrete

Farrow & Ball  
No. 286

Peignoir

Farrow & Ball  
No. 31

Railings

Farrow & Ball  
No. 305

Hopper Head

Farrow & Ball  
No. 42

Picture Gallery 
Red

Farrow & Ball  
No. 300

Stirabout

Rugged Concrete’s rich design matches a variety of Farrow & Ball staples on the charcoal spectrum.  
The abundance of hazy white washes on its dark concrete base make it a rather luminous “dark” surface, 
lending itself beautifully for layered monochromatic colour palettes. Rugged Concrete truly comes alive 
when used as a crossing bridge between “lighter dark” and “darker light neutrals”. Peignor, a mid-grey 
with pink hints, picks up the light pigments, whilst Hopper Head and Railings highlight deeper greys 
and muted blues present in its surface.

Picture Gallery Red with its bold yet tranquil nature counterbalances perfectly Rugged Concrete’s blue 
undertones. This duo can be balanced further with the addition of Stirabout, an earthy neutral with 
grey undertones. 

Rugged Concrete is a dynamic and vibrant surface, with the authentic beautifying white and dark  
hazes pulling the overall surface in two different directions. Whilst initially appearing dark, the lighter 
areas offset this, which makes it a very interesting design component within a scheme, where it can 
work as a tonal bridge between lights and darks. 
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COLOUR PAIRING

4044 
Airy Concrete

Farrow & Ball  
No. 294

Paean Black

Farrow & Ball  
No. 271

Brassica

Farrow & Ball  
No. 270

Calluna

Farrow & Ball  
No. 308

Wine Dark

Farrow & Ball  
No. 304

Bamboozle

Integrating Paean Black, Brassica, and Calluna into a scheme with Airy Concrete cultivates a balanced 
monochromatic palette by expanding upon the cool base and introducing complementary hues. Brassica, 
with its muted purple tone, introduces a layer of warmth and complexity that is complimentary to Airy 
Concrete’s cool blue pigments. Calluna, a dusty neutral with a hint of lavender, is a delicate presence 
complementing both, whilst Paean Black, a warm black, enhances the light base of the work surface 
without overpowering it.

Thanks to the understated purple tones of Airy Concrete, it works beautifully against Wine Dark, a 
mysterious mid blue of incredible depth and intensity. However, it can also challenge a vibrant red such 
as Bamboozle, whilst offering a calming neutral foundation for schemes comprising the contrast of 
both these primaries. 

Dynamic and luminous, there’s a light tension within the texture and tones of Airy Concrete. There is 
a gentle contrast between base and authentic patina, offering a calming and consistent interpretation 
of poured concrete. This stone is cutting edge, lending itself for unusual interior colour pairings. With 
understated lavender pigments within the base, it sits beautifully against different shades of purple: 
from light lavenders to deep purple blacks.
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COLOUR PAIRING

4011 
Cloudburst Concrete

Farrow & Ball  
No. 299

De Nimes

Farrow & Ball  
No. 234

Vert de Terre

Farrow & Ball  
No. 285

Cromarty

Farrow & Ball  
No. 31

Railings

Farrow & Ball  
No. 5

Hardwick 
White

Hardwick White with its deep muted nature picks up those darker hues present in Cloudburst 
Concrete’s off-white base. This duo of “heavy whites” can also take the addition of contrasting 
Railings, a softer alternative to a black.

The dynamic and highly luminous pattern of Cloudburst Concrete takes centrestage in this mid-tone 
colour scheme composed of De Nimes, Vert de Terre and Cromarty. De Nimes, a classic blue shade 
rooted in Regency colour palette is an equal match to balance the vibrancy of Cloudburst Concrete. 
The addition of Vert de Terre, a subtle green with its blue undertones bridges the blue and the white 
stone. To add an extra depth and complexity, the palette is completed with the addition of Cromarty,  
a very light green grey. 

Cloudburst Concrete is dynamic and vibrant, there’s plenty of movement and incredible depth for this 
seemingly candid white. Whilst initially appearing calm, on a closer look it reveals excitement and drama 
which deserves to take centre stage in any colour scheme. When looking for perfect colour matches it’ll 
be elevated most by sobering, earthy neutrals, and charcoal blacks. 
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DESIGN TRENDS 

Earthy tones
Caesarstone offers a comprehensive suite of 
warmer tones within its trend-leading portfolio 
of warm and inviting designs. Offering an 
attractive palette that meets the growing 
consumer and specifier demand for beige, 
greige and brown tones in domestic and 
commercial environments. These earthy tones 
communicate warmth and comfort, whilst  
also offering a perfect foundation for designs 
seeking to evoke a more organic and 
sustainable approach to interior living.

As with all Caesarstone surfaces, these warm 
toned designs are designed to look beautiful  
for a lifetime and are crafted to meet the 
demands of the most rigorous of international 
standards and carry a lifetime warranty in 
domestic installations.

Utterly timeless, beige surfaces such as  
412 Beige Ciment and 5212 Taj Royale are the 
perfect alternative to crisp white. Light enough 
to make a space feel bright and airy, they also 
promise to bring a serene and calm feel to a 
kitchen thanks to their soft, organic hues and 
gentle motifs.

As the trend for authentic and raw materials 
show no signs of slowing down, greige tones 
including 4004 Raw Concrete, 6046 Moorland 
Fog and 513 Striata in particular, continue to 
draw attention. Caesarstone offer a number  
of designs that capture this contemporary feel 
whilst maintaining an organic and warm look 
inspired by both the natural and the man-made.
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Left to right 
550 Silvax
4320 Shitake
4130 Clamshell
6046 Moorland Fog
542 Mosstone

“Incorporating organic textures and earthy tones 
into the kitchen is a wonderful way of creating a 

cosy and calming environment in the home.”
Mor Krisher 

Head of Product Design at Caesarstone
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COLOUR PAIRING

4023 
Topus Concrete

Farrow & Ball  
No. 267

Dove Tail

Farrow & Ball  
No. 243

Charleston 
Gray

Farrow & Ball  
No. 244

London Clay

Farrow & Ball  
No. 222

Brinjal

Farrow & Ball  
No. 2006

Great White

Best suited for tonal colour schemes where it’ll be enhanced most by neutrals with red undertones such  
as Dove Tale a light greige, Charleston Gray, a light brown and London Clay a slightly darker brown  
on the same spectrum.

Topus Concrete can also take the punch of Brinjal, a deep aubergine, carrying it beautifully either alone  
or with an earthy neutral, such as Great White, both of which can also work hand-in-hand with the  
red-tinged neutrals.

Soft and tonal, there is a subtle movement in the surface of Topus Concrete. Featuring a condensed 
selection of pigments on one colour spectrum, along with a dash of black, it offers precise routes for 
the best colour pairings. Working with carefully considered pairs will allow Topus Concrete to work 
alluringly, acting as the anchor in a sophisticated and complex scheme.
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COLOUR PAIRING

4004 
Raw Concrete

Farrow & Ball  
No. 43

Eating Room 
Red

Farrow & Ball  
No. 297

Preference Red

Farrow & Ball  
No. 308

Wine Dark

Farrow & Ball  
No. 64

Red Earth

Farrow & Ball  
No. 304

Bamboozle

This palette works harmoniously due to a careful balance of opposing elements. Raw Concrete lends 
itself as a subdued backdrop for the richness of both reds and the blue to shine without overwhelming 
the scheme. Eating Room Red, a bold and aged red, exudes a sense of luxury whilst Preference Red, a 
darker burgundy red adds depth and muted drama. The scheme is challenged further by the introduction 
of a secondary dominant colour - Wine Dark, a mid-tone blue. This combination creates a sophisticated 
interplay of aesthetic principles, pleasing and intriguing both at the same time, where Raw Concrete plays 
the role of intermediary for the vibrant colours.

Raw Concrete’s embodiment of an industrial-chic aesthetic with its textured, matte surface reminiscent of 
untreated concrete, offers a warmth that makes it a versatile choice against earthier reds and terracotta 
tones include Red Earth and Bamboozle. 

Raw Concrete is a hushed, calming surface, due in part to its lack of tension through the surface. With 
a still, grounding presence, Raw Concretes requires no balancing or contrasting and therefore will work 
extremely well in colour schemes as a complement to other colours. It will pair most effortlessly with a 
variety of reds and blues with red undertones.
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Mineral
Collection
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As the next step in our continuous drive for 
improvement, we are introducing Caesarstone 
Mineral Surfaces. Comprising a unique blend of 
Quartz, Feldspar, advanced innovative materials, 
and an increased percentage of recycled 
materials, Caesarstone Mineral Surfaces have 
been developed using our unrivalled expertise 
and advanced technology, resulting in extreme 
resistance, durability, aesthetics, and versatility.

As the industry’s trusted leader, we are 
leveraging our expertise to progressively 
transition more designs from Quartz to  
this Low-Silica alternative, whilst adhering  
to the most demanding of international  
quality standards.

Scratch, stain and heat resistant, both our 
Quartz and Mineral Surfaces offer a variety  
of colours, tones and textures that will remain 
timelessly beautiful, and with a lifetime 
warranty for complete peace of mind.

Each surface showcases Caesarstone’s design 
qualities; the diverse inspirations we look to 
have been met with the careful application of 
human craftsmanship from our award-winning 
design team. The result is a collection of 
surfaces that meet the needs of contemporary 
living with the aesthetic demands of the most 
discerning households.

Caesarstone pioneered the premium engineered stone market in 1987 
and nearly forty years later, the brand continues to lead with design 
and material innovations that provide the widest choice of aesthetic 
and technical options for the contemporary interiors sector. 

Quartz & 
Mineral
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Price Group 01

4600
Organic White
P/H/C/RC/N

5121
Layalite
P/H/C/RC/N

5171
Arabetto
P/H/C/RC/N

1141
Pure White
P/H/C/RC/N

4030
Pebble
P/H/C/RC/N

1001
Riverlet
P/H/C/RC/N

5113
Solenna
P/H/C/RC/N

6131
Bianco Drift
P/H/C/RC/N

5003
Piatra Grey
P/H/C/RC/N

5112
Aterra Blanca
P/H/C/RC/N

4004
Raw Concrete
P/H/C/RC/N

4601
Frozen Terra
P/H/C/RC/N

4011
Cloudburst Concrete
P/H/C/RC/N

5810
Black Tempal
P/H/C/RC/N

1002
Wyndigo
P/H/C/RC/N

4130
Clamshell
P/H/C/RC/N

5101
Empira Black
P/H/C/RC/N

6600
Nougat
P/H/C/RC/N

5141
Frosty Carrina
P/H/C/RC/N

5310
Brillianza
P/H/C/RC/N

6046
Moorland Fog
P/H/C/RC/N

5212
Taj Royale
P/H/C/RC/N

6134
Georgian Bluffs
P/H/C/RC/N

4141
Misty Carrera
P/H/C/RC/N

5151
Empira White
P/H/C/RC/N

5131
Calacatta Nuvo
P/H/C/RC/N

5140
Dreamy Carrara
P/H/C/RC/N

5031
Statuario Maximus
P/H/C/RC/N

In the Republic of Ireland and Northern 
Ireland, some colours may be available with 
an extended delivery lead time. Please consult 
your Caesarstone sales representative or email 
info@caesarstone.co.uk for more information.

Thicknesses
All Quartz and Mineral products are available  
in 20mm and 30mm thicknesses. 

6338
Woodlands
P/H/C/RC/N

5143
White Attica
P/H/C/RC/N

4120
Raven
P/H/C/RC/N

5000
London Grey
P/H/C/RC/N

4043
Primordia
P/H/C/RC/N

4044
Airy Concrete
P/H/C/RC/N

4023
Topus Concrete
P/H/C/RC/N

5820
Darcrest
P/H/C/RC/N

5100
Vanilla Noir
P/H/C/RC/N

2141
Snow
P/H/C/RC/N

4230
Shitake
P/H/C/RC/N

4033
Rugged Concrete
P/H/C/RC/N

Price Group 02

Price Group 04 Price Group 05

Price Group 03

Key

P Polished finish

H Honed finish

C Concrete finish

RC Rough Concrete finish

N Natural finish

2003
Concrete
P/H/C/RC/N

3100
Jet Black
P/H/C/RC/N

6270
Atlantic Salt
P/H/C/RC/N

6141
Ocean Foam
P/H/C/RC/N

6011
Intense White
P/H/C/RC/N

4001
Fresh Concrete
P/H/C/RC/N

5133
Symphony Grey
P/H/C/RC/N

6313
Turbine Grey
P/H/C/RC/N

For the latest product 
availability, including 
new additions to the 
portfolio, visit the online 
Caesarstone catalogue.
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Rough Concrete 
A complex rugged look 
and feel, Rough finish 
is based on advanced 
technologies that 
create a compelling 
tactile experience. 
Surfaces get the 
distinctive effect of 
coarse industrial 
materials, yet remain 
smooth enough for 
easy cleaning and offer 
an intensified sense  
of real depth with 
heightened colour.

Concrete 
A lightly textured 
complexion, Concrete 
finish is inspired by  
the granular tactility  
of smooth concrete 
with a low reflection  
of light. Its faint grainy 
touch evokes the 
sensation of an  
organic material that  
is powerfully strong.

Natural
A lightly textured satin 
sheen, Natural finish 
evokes the warm, 
supple feeling like 
caressing a small, 
smooth stone. It gently 
enhances the depth  
of color and pattern 
that make the surface 
unique, especially with 
darker shades.

Honed
Smooth to the touch 
and gentle on the eye, 
Honed finish offers  
a matte, low-gloss 
organic luminosity.  
Its subtle aesthetics  
is combined with a 
modest muted quality, 
adding delicate 
sophistication to  
the surface.

Polished
With its high-gloss 
smoothness, Polished 
finish emphasises the 
surface features with 
its stunning luster.  
It attracts light and 
reflects it with 
elegance, illuminating 
the space around it 
with a natural brilliance 
that makes it seem 
larger and luxurious.
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Range finishes

Benefits

Porcelain
CollectionNON-POROUS

HEAT RESISTANT

DURABLE

SCRATCH  
RESISTANT

EASY TO CLEAN

ENDURING  
QUALITY

HYGIENIC

EASE OF  
INSTALLATION

STAIN FREE

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY
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Porcelain

A highly technical material, the Porcelain 
Collection is a dream to work with, allowing you 
the freedom and flexibility to create outstanding 
spaces. The performance is matched by its 
aesthetic excellence, illustrated through the 
captivating interplay of versatile colours, tactile 
textures, and dynamic movements. 

Caesarstone Porcelain delivers a high degree of 
durability and strength whilst offering extreme 
heat resistance for added safety and peace of 
mind that boosts dynamic living and creativity, 
indoors and outdoors.

By blending delicate beauty and reinforced 
strength, Caesarstone’s cutting-edge knowhow 
is packed into the physical properties that set 
the bar for porcelain worktops.

The forward design of our Porcelain collection 
achieves striking colour schemes, bolder veins, 
dramatic textures, and magnified patterns in 
breakthrough surfaces that are simple to care 
for and maintain. New finishes include the 
beautiful sheen of our Silk finish, and a rough 
Stone finish that also features our In-Sync 
technology for seamless design continuity 
across the edge profile.

The Caesarstone Porcelain Collection offers a striking set of daring 
designs, each of which embodies innovative properties that elevate 
these high-performing surfaces into the ultimate statement feature. 
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Ultra Rough 
A highly tactile finish, Ultra 
Rough, brings an added 
dimension of materiality 
inspired by the tactility of 
crude rocks, industrial metals, 
and concrete. Its distinctive 
granular touch ensures the 
highest durability for ease  
of use, while reinforcing 
organic nuances.

Silk
Silky with a warm lustre and  
a soft, smooth feel, the Silk 
finish drapes the surface in  
a shimmering overlay. Light 
glides gently over it, creating 
a luxurious appeal that adds  
a dimension of softness  
and comfort.

Honed 
Smooth to the touch and 
gentle on the eye, Honed 
finish offers a matte, low-
gloss organic luminosity. Its 
subtle aesthetics is combined 
with a modest muted quality, 
adding delicate sophistication 
to the surface.

Stone 
Tenderly tactile with a 
pleasant radiance, Stone  
finish has the ambiance  
of a weathered rock that is 
comforting and genuinely 
authentic. Its satiny gleam  
is only slightly embossed  
and irregular in depth, like  
the soothing touch of a 
semi-smooth stone.

Range finishes
58
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Benefits

SUPERIOR  
STRENGTH

INDOORS &  
OUTDOORS

RELIABLE FABRICATION 
& INSTALLATION

HYGIENIC

SCRATCH  
RESISTANT

EASY TO CLEAN

EXTREME-HEAT 
RESISTANT

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY

NONPOROUS &  
STAIN RESISTANT

LIFETIME  
WARRANTY
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Price Group 01

531
Libretta
H/UR/SK/ST/20

581
Lucillia
H/UR/SK/ST/20

510
Impermia
H/UR/SK/ST/20

533
Silverdrop
H/UR/SK/ST/20

502
Sleet
H/UR/SK/ST/20

501
Snowdrift
H/UR/SK/ST/20

507
Marbannova
H/UR/SK/ST/20

516
Locura
H/UR/SK/ST/20

544
Auralux
H/UR/SK/ST/20

580
Fume
H/UR/SK/ST/20

543
Marenstone
H/UR/SK/ST/20

303
Metallio Brown
H/UR/SK/ST/20

513
Striata
H/UR/SK/ST/20

504
Lumena
H/UR/SK/ST/20

503
Circa
H/UR/SK/ST/20

540
Monumental
H/UR/SK/ST/20

508
Isobellia
H/UR/SK/ST/20

505
Archetta
H/UR/SK/ST/20

506
Mirabel
H/UR/SK/ST/20

514
Emprada
H/UR/SK/ST/20

542
Mosstone
H/UR/SK/ST/20

512
Transcenda
H/UR/SK/ST/20

550
Silvax
H/UR/SK/ST/20

302
Metallio Black
H/UR/SK/ST/20

511
Smokestone
H/UR/SK/ST/20

Price Group 02

Price Group 03

413
White Ciment
H/UR/SK/ST/20

110
Whitenna
H/UR/SK/ST/20

412
Beige Ciment
H/UR/SK/ST/20

410
Aluminous
H/UR/SK/ST/20

411
Concrita
H/UR/SK/ST/20

220
Magnate
H/UR/SK/ST/20

Key

H Honed finish

UR Ultra Rough finish

SK Silk finish

ST Stone finish

20 Available in 20mm thickness

Thicknesses
All Porcelain products are available in 12mm 
thickness. Products with a 20 highlight are 
also available in 20mm thickness.

For the latest product 
availability, including 
new additions to the 
portfolio, visit the online 
Caesarstone catalogue.

In the Republic of Ireland and Northern 
Ireland, some colours may be available with 
an extended delivery lead time. Please consult 
your Caesarstone sales representative or email 
info@caesarstone.co.uk for more information.
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Caesarstone has been designing and 
manufacturing premium surfaces for nearly  
four decades. We produce surfaces that are  
both beautiful and durable, requiring minimal 
care and maintenance. Caesarstone surfaces  
are virtually non-porous, stain and scratch 
resistant and are therefore easy to keep clean. 

Daily cleaning
For daily cleaning use water and a mild, non- 
abrasive detergent or a high-quality spray and 
wipe-type cleaner on a clean, soft cloth or 
non-abrasive scourer. Rinse away all cleaning 
residue and wipe away any remaining water 
using a paper towel or dry cloth to avoid 
smears and water marks.

Stubborn stains
From time to time, you may get stubborn  
stains such from tea, coffee, wine and turmeric.  
These can be easily removed using everyday 
products available in most supermarkets.  
For example:

• The Pink Stuff paste (organic)
•  Cif (better on lighter surfaces for cream 

products)
• Cilit Bang Bleach & Hygiene

Any one of these products will be able to 
remove most types of stains. Apply the cleaner 
to the stain and rub in a circular motion, just 
larger than the stain, with just a little pressure. 
Leave the cleaner on the surface for a couple of 
minutes to allow it to do all the hard work. 
Rinse off the cleaner off and remove any 

remaining water with a dry cloth or paper 
towel. You can repeat this process if the stain  
is still visible.

Limescale
Water contains magnesium and calcium 
minerals which can lead to limescale staining. 
We recommend that you remove any water 
from your surfaces, including drainer grooves, 
to prevent limescale staining. Limescale can be 
removed using white vinegar. Apply a little to 
the surface and rub gently. Clean the white 
vinegar with water and a mild detergent and 
rinse any cleaning residue.

Recommendations
We recommend you remove any staining as 
soon as you notice it. We also recommend the 
use of trivets and chopping boards to protect 
surfaces from thermal shock and excess heat, 
and scratching. 

Things to avoid
Caesarstone surfaces do not require any 
sealing. Avoid using natural stone cleaners as 
they may contain oil/wax to help seal porous 
surfaces such as granite. Avoid using harsh 
chemical cleaners. 

Further information and help
If you need further advice, please follow the 
link below or contact Caesarstone where we 
will be happy to help.

caesarstone.co.uk/care-and-maintenance 
customer.service@caesarstone.co.uk

Care &  
Maintenance
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Some variation in colour and pattern can occur. We always 
recommend viewing a full slab or product installation as  
part of your colour selection process. 

Caesarstone is committed to the highest of environmental 
standards. For more information, consult our ESG report on the 
Caesarstone website. 

For added peace of mind, Caesarstone products 
come with a limited Lifetime Residential Warranty.

Quality and service 

Caesarstone has received worldwide recognition for its commitment 
to quality, safety and environmental standards. Each one of our 
surfaces is carefully inspected to ensure that it meets the highest 
level of international quality standards. Our surfaces come with a 
lifetime UK warranty on domestic installations and are backed by 
professional customer service and support.

Request samples by visiting 
caesarstone.co.uk

UK Head Office, distribution  
centre and Studio
Unit 3, Navigation Park
Morson Road, Enfield
London, EN3 4NQ

Manchester distribution  
centre and Studio
Unit 38, Wheel Forge Way
Ashburton Point, Trafford Park
Manchester, M17 1EH 
 
Dublin distribution centre
Unit N7, Horizon Logistics Park
Harristown, Swords
Co. Dublin, K67 A3Y0 

For all other enquiries  
please call us on

0208 216 6100

Visit caesarstone.co.uk to see the full  
Quartz, Mineral & Porcelain Collections



www.caesarstone.co.uk  
info@caesarstone.co.uk 

0208 216 6100


